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Zeroes Simon and Schuster
Ever wonder who was the first
kid to keep a wallet on a big
chunky chain, or wear way-too-
big pants on purpose? What
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about the mythical first guy who
wore his baseball cap
backwards? These are the
Innovators, the people on the
very cusp of cool. Seventeen-
year-old Hunter Braque's job is
finding them for the retail
market. But when a big-money
client disappears, Hunter must
use all his cool-hunting talents
to find her. Along the way he's
drawn into a web of brand-
name intrigue- a missing cargo
of the coolest shoes he's ever
seen, ads for products that don't
exist, and a shadowy group
dedicated to the downfall of
consumerism as we know it.
Peeps Del Rey

When she is turned into
a super-modelesque
super-fighting machine,
Tally, a former ugly,
is ordered to keep the
uglies down and the
pretties stupid in a
carefully engineered
world of perfection
where she refuses to
play by the rules.

Scott Westerfeld:
Leviathan Trilogy
Random House Books
for Young Readers
A year ago, Cal
Thompson was a
college freshman more
interested in meeting

girls and partying than
in attending biology
class. Now, after a
fateful encounter with a
mysterious woman
named Morgan, biology
has become, literally,
Cal's life. Cal was
infected by a parasite
that has a truly
horrifying effect on its
host. Cal himself is a
carrier, unchanged by
the parasite, but he's
infected the girlfriends
he's had since Morgan.
All three have turned
into the ravening ghouls
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Cal calls Peeps. The
rest of us know them as
vampires. It's Cal's job
to hunt them down
before they can create
more of their kind. . . .
Bursting with the sharp
intelligence and sly
humor that are fast
becoming his
trademark, Scott
Westerfeld's novel is an
utterly original take on
an archetype of horror.
Stupid Perfect World
Candlewick Press
The second installment of
Scott Westerfeld’s New

York Times bestselling and
award-winning Uglies
series—a global phenomenon
that started the dystopian
trend. Tally has finally
become pretty. Now her
looks are beyond perfect,
her clothes are awesome,
her boyfriend is totally hot,
and she’s completely
popular. It’s everything
she’s ever wanted. But
beneath all the fun—the
nonstop parties, the high-
tech luxury, the total
freedom—is a nagging sense
that something’s wrong.
Something important. Then
a message from Tally’s ugly

past arrives. Reading it, Tally
remembers what’s wrong
with pretty life, and the fun
stops cold. Now she has to
choose between fighting to
forget what she knows and
fighting for her life—because
the authorities don’t intend
to let anyone with this
information survive.
Uglies & Pretties BRILL
At the turn of the twenty-first
century, American media abound
with images and narratives of
bodily transformations. At the
crossroads of American, cultural,
literary, media, gender, queer,
disability and governmentality
studies, the book presents a
timely intervention into critical
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debates on body transformations
and contemporary makeover
culture.
The Secret Hour Simon and
Schuster
Now in paperback--the first
volume in a mesmerizing new
trilogy which introduces a group
of teens, who call themselves
Midnighters, living in a world
that is frozen in time and
inhabited by dark creatures that
lurk in the shadows.

Uglies: Shay's Story
(Graphic Novel) Simon and
Schuster
Scientific research on
biotechnologies has become
the protagonist of
discoveries that exert a

formidable impact on public
opinion. Every day popular
opinion is challenged by the
media, so that it becomes not
only a witness of these
developments, but is also, to
a certain extent, forced to
become a judge of those
cases where human and
animal genetics have been
investigated over the last
decades. The man-in-the-
street is thus confronted by
moral positions ranging from
cautious approval, to wait-
and-see attitudes, to
unconditional condemnation.
On the other hand, scientists

are involved in the ethical
evaluation of the results of
their own research. However,
the results of scientific
pursuits are capable of
producing immediate effects
on the daily life of every
human being. Consequently,
alongside the scientists,
people feel strongly about
their need and their right to
contribute to an accurate
assessment of the effects of
science on society. This is a
collection of essays reflecting
a considerable range of
different cultural experiences
and different ethical
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underpinnings. The main
subject is cloning. Cloning is
the most accessible and most
readily perceived point of
convergence from which
ethical judgments on the
current developments of
scientific investigations can
be proposed. Cloning is also
the `paradox' on which the
confrontation between
scientific research and
popular imagination is
focused.
Impostors 1 Yearling
A lavishly illustrated, full-
color companion to Scott
Westerfeld’s New York

Times bestselling Leviathan
trilogy. A must-have for any
fan of Scott Westerfeld’s
Leviathan trilogy, The
Manual of Aeronautics is an
illustrated guide to the inner
workings of the Darwinist
and Clanker powers. Loaded
with detailed descriptions
and elaborate, four-color
illustrations of Darwinist
beasties and Clanker walkers,
weapons, transport, and
uniforms, this manual
highlights the international
powers that Deryn and Alek
encounter throughout their
around-the-world adventures.

This guide draws back the
curtain and reveals the inner
depths of Westerfeld’s
fascinating alternative world.
Starters Simon and Schuster
An international bestseller
published in over thirty countries,
this riveting sci-fi dystopic
thriller is “a bona fide page-
turner.” --MTV.com Callie lost
her parents when the Spore Wars
wiped out everyone between the
ages of twenty and sixty. She and
her little brother, Tyler, go on the
run, living as squatters with their
friend Michael and fighting off
renegades who would kill them
for a cookie. Callie’s only hope is
Prime Destinations, a disturbing
place in Beverly Hills run by a
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mysterious figure known as the
Old Man. He hires teens to rent
their bodies to Enders—seniors
who want to be young again.
Callie, desperate for the money
that will keep her, Tyler, and
Michael alive, agrees to be a
donor. But the neurochip they
place in Callie’s head
malfunctions and she wakes up in
the life of her renter. Callie soon
discovers that her renter intends to
do more than party—and that Prime
Destinations’ plans are more evil
than she could ever have
imagined. . . . Includes Portrait of
a Spore, a never-before-published
short story that takes place in the
world of STARTERS. Praise for
STARTERS: “A smart, swift,
inventive, altogether gripping

story.” —#1 New York Times
bestselling author DEAN
KOONTZ “Compelling, pulse-
pounding, exciting . . . Don’t miss
it!” —New York Times bestselling
author Melissa Marr “Readers
who have been waiting for a
worthy successor to Suzanne
Collins’s The Hunger Games will
find it here. Dystopian sci-fi at its
best.” —Los Angeles Times
“Intriguing, thought-provoking
and addictive.”
—BookReporter.com “Readers will
stay hooked. . . . Constantly rising
stakes keep this debut intense.”
—Kirkus Reviews “Fast-paced
dystopian fiction. . . . The
inevitable sequel can’t appear
soon enough.” —Booklist
"Intriguing, fast-paced . . . Fans of

dystopian novels will be
completely engaged and
clamoring for the sequel." —School
Library Journal “Addictive and
alluring.” —Examiner.com
“Chilling and riveting.” —Shelf-
Awareness.com “A must-read for
fans of The Hunger Games and
Legend. Fast-paced, romantic, and
thought-provoking.” —Justine

Uglies: Cutters (Graphic
Novel) A&C Black
The first two novels of Scott
Westerfeld’s New York
Times bestselling series—a
global phenomenon that
started the dystopian
trend—now available in one
edition. Tally can’t wait to
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turn sixteen. Only then will
she be able to have an
operation to turn her from a
repellant ugly into a
stunningly attractive pretty
and live in New Pretty
Town—a high-tech paradise
where her only job will be to
have fun. But when Tally
finally becomes pretty,
everything isn’t as perfect as
it seems. Underneath all the
beauty and luxury is a
nagging sense that something
is wrong. Very wrong.
Searching for the truth, Tally
discovers a whole new side
of the pretty world—and it

isn’t very pretty. Now Tally
has a choice to make: fight to
forget what she knows or
fight for her life.
The Last Mortal Bond
Springer
A fresh repackaging of the
bestselling Uglies
books...the series that started
the whole dystopian trend!
Mirror's Edge (Impostors,
Book 3) Simon and Schuster
This harrowing tale of
supernatural suspense kicks off
a new series from the visionary
mind of #1 New York Times
bestselling author Scott
Westerfeld. When a plane

crash-lands in the arctic, eight
young survivors step from the
wreckage expecting to see
nothing but ice and snow.
Instead they find themselves
lost in a strange jungle with no
way to get home and little hope
of rescue. Food is running out.
Water is scarce. And the jungle
is full of threats unlike anything
the survivors have ever seen
before--from razor-beaked
shredder birds to carnivorous
vines and much, much worse.
With danger at every turn, these
eight kids must learn to work
together to survive. But cliques
and rivalries threaten to tear
them apart. And not everyone
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will make it out of the jungle
alive.
Zombies vs. Unicorns
Scholastic UK
The third and final book in this
explosive trilogy by the
bestselling author of the
UGLIES series, Scott
Westerfeld, and award-winning
authors Margo Lanagan and
Deborah Biancotti The Zeroes
are in disarray. One of them
has vanished into thin air. One
of them is in prison. The rest of
them are on the most-wanted
list. And something big is
brewing. After defeating
Swarm in a breath-taking stand-
off, Nate has been arrested for

his murder. In prison and
isolated, he can't use his powers
of influence at all. Flicker,
Chizara, Kelsie and Ethan are
on the run and in hiding from
the FBI who believe the
Cambria Five are domestic
terrorists. And Agent Phan and
the FBI have a secret weapon
up their sleeve - a teenager with
a superpower that the Zeroes
haven't encountered yet.
Meanwhile, Sonia Sonic and
her growing band of weird-
hunters are tracking
inexplicable events across the
country - and their
investigations lead them to
New Orleans during Mardi

Gras, where the celebrating
crowds promise enormous
power to anyone who can
channel it. Time is running out
for the Zeroes, but they must
learn to trust each other again
and combine their powers for
good - to avert the looming
disaster... X-Men meets Heroes
in this gripping series about a
group of teens with amazing
abilities. Praise for Zeroes:
'With action, romance, and
thorny ethical questions, it’s a
book with a little something for
everyone' Publishers Weekly
'Fresh and original' School
Libraries Journal starred review
'I absolutely loved this book.
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Fast paced, full of action and
fun, this is one not to be missed'
Heather Reviews
Bluefish Scholastic UK
“This whole game is just
designed to make us hate
ourselves.”—Shay Uglies told
Tally Youngblood’s version of
life in Uglyville and the
budding rebellion against the
Specials. Now comes an
exciting graphic novel
revealing new adventures in
the Uglies world—as seen
through the eyes of Shay,
Tally’s rebellious best friend
who’s not afraid to break the
rules, no matter the cost. A few
months shy of her sixteenth

birthday, Shay eagerly awaits
her turn to become a Pretty—a
rite-of-passage operation called
“the Surge” that transforms
ordinary Uglies into paragons
of beauty. Yet after befriending
the Crims, a group of fellow
teens who refuse to take
anything in society at face
value, Shay starts to question
the whole concept. And as the
Crims explore beyond the
monitored borders of Uglyville
into the forbidden, ungoverned
wild, Shay must choose
between the perks of being
Pretty and the rewards of being
real.
Uglies Simon and Schuster

This collection of irreverent and
surprising essays about the
popular television series Buffy the
Vampire Slayer includes pieces by
leading science fiction and fantasy
authors. Contributors include
bestselling legend David Brin,
critically acclaimed novelist Scott
Westerfeld, cult-favorite vampire
author Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, and
award-winner Sarah Zettel. The
show and its cast are the topics of
such critical pieces as Lawrence
Watt-Evans's "Matchmaking in
Hellmouth" and Sherrilyn
Kenyon's "The Search for Spike's
Balls." An informed introduction
for those not well acquainted with
the show, and a source of further
research for Buffy buffs, this book
raises interesting questions
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concerning a much-loved program
and future cult classic.
Shatter City Simon and Schuster
A fresh repackaging of the
bestselling Uglies boks...the
series that started the whole
dystopian trend!
The Manual of Aeronautics
Simon and Schuster
Frey and Rafi are inseparable . . .
two edges of the same knife. But
Frey's very existence is a secret.
In Impostors, master storyteller
Scott Westerfeld returns with a
new series set in the world of his
mega-bestselling Uglies, a world
full of twist and turns, rebellion
and intrigue, where any wrong
step could be Frey's last
The Boy in the Black Suit
Simon and Schuster

Alek and Deryn are back
onboard the Leviathan. The
ship is ordered to pick up Tesla,
a Russian inventor who has
created a machine he claims
can destroy half of the world,
which he is using as a threat to
impose peace. Alek wants to
the end the war, so decides to
back Tesla politically, as do the
Darwinists. Meanwhile Deryn
is still pretending to be a boy,
though Alek has figured out her
true identity, and promises to
keep her secret. With stops in
New York, California and
Mexico, Deryn and Alek
encounter adventure and
intrigue at every turn, but when

a secret German plan to
sabotage Tesla's machine leads
to a heart-stopping stand-off, as
Tesla threatens to fire his
weapon, it's up to the two of
them to stop him - or face the
end of the world for real…
So Yesterday Simon and
Schuster
A celebrated writer pens an
irresistible, candid, and
eloquent account of her
pursuit of worldly pleasure,
spiritual devotion, and what
she really wanted out of life.
A Girl Named Faithful Plum
Ballantine Group
X-Men meets Marissa
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Meyer’s Renegades when
New York Times bestselling
author of the Uglies series
Scott Westerfeld teams up
with award-winning authors
Margo Lanagan and Deborah
Biancotti for this explosive
trilogy filled with “cinematic
nonstop action,” (Booklist)
about six teens with unique
abilities. Don’t call them
heroes. But these six
California teens have powers
that set them apart. Take
Ethan, a.k.a. Scam. He’s got
a voice inside him that’ll say
whatever you want to hear,
whether it’s true or not.

Which is handy, except when
it isn’t—like when the voice
starts gabbing in the middle
of a bank robbery. The only
people who can help are the
other Zeroes, who aren’t
exactly best friends these
days. Enter Nate, a.k.a.
Bellwether, the group’s
“glorious leader.” After
Scam’s SOS, he pulls the
scattered Zeroes back
together. But when the rescue
blows up in their faces, the
Zeroes find themselves
propelled into whirlwind
encounters with ever more
dangerous criminals. At the

heart of the chaos they find
Kelsie, who can take a crowd
in the palm of her hand and
tame it or let it loose as she
pleases. Filled with high-
stakes action and drama,
Zeroes unites three
powerhouse authors for the
opening installment of a
thrilling new series.
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